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BREAKS OF CEASE FIRE IN UKRAINIA DESPITE THE MEASURES OF PEACE
AGREED 
MODEL NORMANDY BACK TO NEGOTIATION 

Paris, Washington DC, 19.02.2015, 23:28 Time

USPA NEWS - The President of the French Republic and Chancellor Angela Merkel spoken in "Normandy model " yesterday morning
(Paris Time) with the Presidents Poutin and Porochenko. The recent Ukraine peace deal agreed of ceasefire started February 15,
removal of heavy weapons has not been respected since.

In fact the three heads of state had advanced key pawns in the discussion about the peace plan put forward by Poroshenko through a
diplomatic coup succeeded on the occasion of the celebration of D Day in Normandy. Since, consequences and negotiations to
establish peace in Ukraine, has been called naturally the "Normandie Model" through the symbolism that represents this breakthrough
that was the trigger for a discussion began between Vladimir Putin protagonists and Petro Poroshenko surrounded by Francois
Hollande and Angela Merkel after many mutual exchanges. (June 2014, in Ouistream, Normandy-celebration of the 44th anniversary
D Day).
On the D'Day was both a day of remembrance for the important French and Americans to celebrate the June 6th, 1944 during the
landing of American soldiers to save France (Occupied by the Germans during the Second World War (1939-45) on the sides of
Normandy and an important step for peace in...Ukraine In fact since the Russian offensive in Eastern Ukraine, the peace process has
been started since the timeline of history that offered the opportune presence of Barack Obama, Vladimir Putin and Petro Poroshenko
side who were all invited to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the Liberation of France, by the French President François
Hollande. A quadrilateral meeting with François Hollande the host of his guests with Angela Merkel (Russian-speaking) that was part
of the pacification meeting, leading to ending the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. (See more at article
http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-2402/questions-to-the-french-president-francois-hollande.html)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The breaks of the cease-fire observed in recent days have been reported and denounced. The consequences of Debaltsevo events on
the implementation of Minsk agreements were examined. We recall that the four leaders agreed to implement with rigor the entire
package of measures approved on 12 February in Minsk:
- Cease-fire on the entire front line without exception,
- Prosecution under the package of measures on 12 February, the withdrawal of heavy weapons in order to complete it within the
agreed time,
- Monitoring and verification by the OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe) of these measures in ensuring free
access and security of the observers,
- Acceleration of the process of releasing prisoners.
OSCE representatives should meet with the parties on the ground to quickly implement these measures.
The foreign ministers of the Normandy group will spoken yesterday to define the terms of the supervision mechanism in Minsk on 12
February. Diplomacy is a long term process when it comes to implement agreements about cease fire despite deployed on both sides
efforts.
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